The West shouts it from the ROOFTOPS!

LOOK AT THE LIST
of firms and architects preferring
P-F Built-Up Roofing Materials

GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP., Los Angeles
Other Bldgs and Sussex
Fawcett and Becket
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., So. Calif. stores
GENERAL MOTORS CORP., Vnt. Nuts, Calif.
Provision, Bldgs, Berendo & Woodford
Albert Kahn, Consultant
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO., Los Angeles
Wardman and Becket
CARNATION COMPANY, Los Angeles
Streets Cleaners
AMERICAN STANDARD RADIATOR CORP., Torrance and Richmond, Calif.
Proch and Proch
MUTUAL BROADCASTING CO., Hollywood
Claus Beilinson, H. Spackler, Assoc.
LOS ANGELES TIMES
Gordon Kaufman
LOS ANGELES MIRROR
Robert Low Caudill
BROADWAY BRENNER, Los Angeles
Albert Gordon
BULOCK'S PASADENA & PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
Wardman and Becket
MILLION'S WESTCHESTER, Los Angeles
Gruen and Kramnord
MUSIGAN BUILDING, Hollywood
Kaufman and Stanton
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., Hollywood
Austin Company
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING CO., Hollywood
Leonard Scholtz, Earl E. Heitschmidt
HUNT POOLS, San Leandro, Calif.
Dunsby-Van
dt
KEY SYSTEM BLDG., Oakland, Calif.
Robert A. Atkin
LOU COSTELLO YOUTH FOUNDATION
Los Angeles
Heitschmidt and Northam
MASONITE CORPORATION, Ukiah, Calif.
PATTERSON HOSPITAL, Pattonson, Calif.
Stone and Mulloy
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY
San Jose and Sacramento, Calif.
SEQUOIA HOSPITAL
Stone and Mulloy
A. CARYLE PRINTING CO., San Francisco
H. C. Ramsay
SAILOR'S UNION HEADQUARTERS BLDG.
San Francisco
William G. Marchant
CONTINENTAL CAN, San Jose, Calif.
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL, Portland, Ore.
Francis Jacurberger
GREGG SCHLOSS, Portland, Ore.
Donald W. Henderson
NAVY SUPPLY DEPOT (Vitro Sa.)
Spokane, Wash.
POTLATCH FOREST, INC., Lewiston, Ida.
PACIFIC MUTUAL SHOPPING CENTER... Talcum, Ore.
Claude Boettner, H. Spackler, Assoc.
NORTHEAST SHOPPING CENTER
Seattle, Wash.
John Graham
AND, MANY MORE

Also
Arts and Architecture's Case Study
House Program, for which P-F Built-Up Roofs have been Merit Specified
again and again.

IT'S PIONEER BUILT UP ROOFS
FOR THE IMPORTANT JOBS!

There are many reasons for P-F's amazing record of "roofing the West"... Over 30 acres of specialized machines and equipment... and 61 years' experience manufacturing quality products for Western users... plus new techniques and knowledge gained through exhaustive research. All these factors contribute to the success of each specific roofing job! P-F's Roof Engineering Department has proved its ability to develop specifications that answer all roofing problems. Complete satisfaction is assured through engineering and laboratory control... and regular on-the-job inspections... ensuring compliance with esthetic and functional requirements of today's architecture. Follow the example of the West's leading architects, engineers and industrial leaders... specify P-F materials for your roofing, waterproofing, flooring and insulating requirements.

FREE
to the designing profession on written request

This Pioneer manual solves roofing and waterproofing specification problems so completely it has become a standard reference! "Pioneer Built-Up Roof Specifications" placed first in the 1949 Product Literature Competition sponsored by The American Institute of Architects and The Producers' Council Inc.
102 1/2 MILES
OF REVERE COPPER WATER TUBE AT
OAK RIDGE, TENN.

500 Permanent Homes to be heated by
RADIANT PANEL METHOD

This huge project of 500 permanent homes being built for the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission at a cost of $6,500,000.00 by
John A. Johnson & Sons, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn., will consume
540,900 feet of Revere Copper Tube to be used for radiant panel
heating, water lines and service connections.

As more and more radiant panel heating systems are being in­
stalled, more and more contractors and builders are finding out that
they like to work with Revere Copper Tube. They have found they
can trust it to guard against leaks, inadequate flow and faulty circu­
lation . . . that it is unusually easy to handle and bend, has full wall
thickness and close dimensional tolerances so essential for tight sol­
dered joints. And, installed, Revere Copper Tube costs little or no
more in the first place . . . may be much less in the long run.

NEW REVERE BOOKLET MAKES IT EASY TO DESIGN
FOR RADIANT PANEL HEATING

This booklet, “A Simplified Design Procedure For Residential Panel
Heating,” contains the most simple, rapid method of design for
panel heating ever devised. Send for your free copy today!

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York

Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Detroit, Mich.; Los Angeles and Riverside,
Calif.; New Bedford, Mass.; Rome, N. Y.—Sales Offices in Principal Cities,
Distributors Everywhere.

TO SAVE TIME AND MONEY IN HANDLING
and installing the radiant panels for heating, the Revere
Copper Water Tube was speedily bent into wooden forms
by hand, then wired to temporary frames and stacked flat
until needed. Tube sizes run from 3/4" to 1 1/2".

VIEW AT OAK RIDGE, TENN., of the 500 permanent
homes built for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Architects—Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago, Ill.,
Oak Ridge, Tenn. Plumbing Contractor—Brown Plumb­
ing & Heating Co., Birmingham, Ala. Revere Tube
furnished by Crane Co., Birmingham, Ala.
Mengel Hollow-Core and Stabilized Solid-Core Flush Doors are designed, engineered and exhaustively tested to give lifetime service. In both types, exclusive Mengel construction and curing processes provide utmost protection against warpage... hardwood stiles give maximum screw-holding strength and "take" stain, to match faces perfectly... keylock dovetails keep stiles and rails permanently tight... hot-press bonding assures virtually everlasting satisfaction... superfine belt sanding of faces and machine planing of edges reduce installation and finishing costs.

Mengel Flush Doors are the most dependable doors you can specify, yet volume manufacture in high-efficiency plants permits really competitive prices.

The coupon below will bring you complete details. Mail it today, and know the facts.

THE MENGEL COMPANY
Plywood Division, Dept. AA-4, Louisville 1, Ky.
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This is an introduction to the art of John Sebastian Bach. It is intended to be as solemn as Bach's Adagississimo (most adagio adagio), written in adolescence as part of a farewell to his departing elder brother, who was leaving home for a job in Sweden. Bach warned his brother of the dangers of the journey, summoned all their friends to plead with him, lamented over him in this most solemn movement (the motif of which he used many years later for the Crucifxus of the B minor Mass), and then sent him cheerfully rolling on his way with a jolly little aria and fugue on the tune of the postilion's coachhorn. Few folk in this era of modern musical scholarship have ever really clutched to their hearts the knowledge that Bach was a great wit, a sublime humorist, who could scarcely mention the Holy Ghost in music without floating off on an obbligato melody that would do for Shakespeare's Ariel. Bach saw both sides of the significance of music; he saw in it a meaning more absolute and less controvertible than any verbal argument; he saw in it an art of personal communication without false sentiment; and like any father of a large family, he saw it as a means of education and a means of play. No one ever got more out of music than Sebastian Bach. He educated himself with it; he made his living by it; he used it to educate his family, to train his pupils, to entertain his friends, to expound his technical theories, and to document his personal relationship with the three aspects of the Divine Trinity.

It is said also that he wrote the Thirty (Goldberg) Variations to ease the sleepless nights of an insomniac. Because his entire use of music was personal, practical instead of classic or romantic, he never abandoned the strict conservatism of his ever-widening knowledge. Unlike his son Carl and the galant school of the succeeding generation, he was never original for originality's sake. They revolutionized the art of music in a generation; his art is revolutionary in every generation. His authority, the continuously-used ability to do with music what he needed to do, made him a revolutionary in the fundamental Christian usage of the word. His art shakes composers out of the complacency of fashionable success as effectively today as when, though still almost unknown, it transformed the styles of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, awakened Liszt, Czerny, and Mendelssohn, and reached out across the seas at the end of the nineteenth century to enter the intimate

Now that there's a wide choice of blankets... now that comparisons can be made...Snospun is customers' choice wherever it's shown. To see it is to delight in its half-dozen dreamy pastels to compliment your decorative schemes... to feel it is to know that this is the ultimate in skilled looming... to own it is to cherish its friendly warmth down through the years.

AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE

Makers of Fine Fabrics, Siestas, Blankets and Robes ••• Portland 3, Oregon
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VAN KEPPEL-GREEN
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Beverly Hills • California
companionship of the musical amateur in every part of the world. During the first hundred years after the death of Bach his music was kept alive by amateurs like the Baron von Swieten and Charles Wesley and by such enthusiasts as the first piano teachers of Beethoven and Chopin.

Though Bach was a strict Lutheran who had every word of Luther’s voluminous writings on his shelves, though he expounded Christianity in a peculiarly protestant intimacy and detail that would have been acceptable to the contemplative saints, he was a Catholic in the simplest meaning of the word. His central masterpiece is a Catholic Mass. When he retold the story of Christ’s Passion his setting became the greatest of all protests against cruelty, against spiritual tyranny, against the false authority of secular and priestly justice, against the helpless terrorism of the mob. To hear the voices of Pilate and the High Priest in the St. Matthew or the St. John Passion, to hear the brutally impacted outrages of the mob, to hear the betrayal by Peter, no less terrible in its impact upon the human spirit than the betrayal by Judas, is to understand within oneself most acutely the evil of thinking that one is ever in the right. But these revolutionary negatives would never have given Bach’s recounting of the Passion narratives its hold upon the modern world. When during the last war the Protestant choirs of Leipzig came together under the benevolence of Hitler to reaffirm German culture before the world by recording a two-hour version of the Matthew-Passion, I cannot believe that for many, if not for most of the singers, this opportunity was not grasped in the understanding of a much larger purpose. Seventy percent of the young pastors of the German Evangelical church had died in Hitler’s shock battalions, we are told, because they would not yield to Hitlerism. I cannot be sure, having none of the facts, but hearing the recordings I am convinced that for once, at least, in a manner which Hitler would not have been able to comprehend, the protestant believers of Leipzig uttered through the music and in the mode of Bach their
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Five SOUND Reasons Why Simpson Acoustical Tile Is Being Given Preference by Value-wise Buyers

The popularity of Simpson Acoustical Tile is increasing amazingly fast! And for many good reasons...five of which we point out above. They all add up to the one BIG reason—"More for the money". That's why value-wise architects and owners are calling for Simpson Acoustical Tile!
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specify Payne and you can provide
forced air heating
for every size home... and budget

Every survey shows heavy preference for forced air heating. To meet this trend, Payne builds forced air units to fit every need—and budget... from 3-room homes to the largest. When you specify Payne you give your clients the finest in performance, long-lasting dependability and economy.

Payne Panelair
Delivers forced air heat directly to 3 or more rooms at floor level... at price anyone can afford. Ends cold floor discomforts. Can be hidden in a wall. Adaptable to any floor plan. Operation fully automatic. 4-direction heat outlets.
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Lost word for forced air heating of basement homes. Heats and filters the air in winter... ventilates in summer. Fully automatic. Finished in jade green and grey metalized enamel.
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Circulates filtered forced air heat in winter... ventilation in summer. Takes little more space than a water heater. Fills in kitchen or closet, on service porch or wherever space is available. Fully automatic. Handsomely finished in metalized enamel.
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This forced air model is so compact it can be placed under the floor, on service porch or even in the attic. Operates with equal effectiveness from almost any nook or corner. Fully automatic. Used wherever space is scarce.
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Properly planned interior plantings afford the architect countless opportunities for harmonious transitions from traditional to modern... for subtle accents that create moods or whisper friendly invitations. The west's largest wholesale growers of decorative plants will help you interpret, in plant terms, the exact effects you have in mind. Consultation without cost or obligation. Professional discounts to architects, designers and decorators. Write today for full information and our brochure "Foliage Plants for All Occasions."
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Properly planned interior plantings afford the architect countless opportunities for harmonious transitions from traditional to modern... for subtle accents that create moods or whisper friendly invitations. The west's largest wholesale growers of decorative plants will help you interpret, in plant terms, the exact effects you have in mind. Consultation without cost or obligation. Professional discounts to architects, designers and decorators. Write today for full information and our brochure "Foliage Plants for All Occasions."

Richard Buhlig, the pianist, the first to arrange the Art of Fugue for two claviers after the example of Bach's own setting of the mirror fugues, tells the story of a bad dream he had one night after playing the Art of Fugue. I repeat it, though it was told to me privately, because it shows how intimately the enduring personalities of music can enter the subconscious life of a man playing their music at the present time. As he dreamed, he was driving in a motor car. Beside him in the front seat as he drove sat Beethoven jutting his tense profile into the wind. Beyond, majestic in wig and serene in countenance, sat Bach. Turning to them Buhlig asked nervously how Bach had liked his playing of the Art of Fugue. Raising his great thumb and pointing to his intense companion Bach replied: "Too much of that fellow."

Except a few pieces almost invariably over-romanticized and misplayed, the music of Bach has never been popular in concert. Only the Passions and the B minor Mass can be counted on to draw a crowd. Why they should do so cannot be explained by any motives acceptable to box-office strategists. Art that reaffirms the basic realities of the human spirit can always be depended on to draw a crowd. The converse of the theorem, as box-office strategists believe it, that the presence of a crowd denotes musical verities, is not true. Ethel Smyth recalls in her autobiography that the Gewandhaus orchestra of Leipzig used to give every year a performance of the Matthew-Passion to raise money for the musicians' benefit fund. To qualify as a participant in the fund, a musician must take part in the performance. So that every year at this season those Leipzig musicians who played instruments not included in Bach's orchestra could be found scraping away at the violin in order to take their places in the rear seats for the Passion. And, she triumphantly added, Bach's music transcended even this.

Next year, 1950, is the two-hundredth anniversary of the death
Announcing Century's
New Architectural Lighting Catalogue

Century's new Catalogue (part 2) offers the results of wide and comprehensive study in Architectural lighting developments and techniques.

Completing Century's 20th year of experience in the design and precision engineering of scientific lighting for stores, showrooms, museums, churches, universities, auditoriums, window displays, hotels, night clubs, terminals, places of entertainment and all architectural purposes.

Detailed information on dimensional and performance data, together with accurate specifications and descriptions of all equipment available on request in addition to Catalogue. Write to:

Century Lighting Inc., 419 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
626 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.
of Bach. I had hoped to be able to present, through Evenings on the Roof, a two-year festival of his chamber music, with the addition of some choral works. Fortune has fallen against us. Last season, however, the Roof musicians began every subscription program by playing three Preludes and Fugues of the Well-Tempered Clavier. The clavier for which Bach wrote this music was not a clavichord; the word clavier means a keyboard instrument. Except one evening when Wesley Kuhn brought his clavichord and played it in a hall too large for so subtle an instrument, by using an amplifier with a guitar pickup, our clavier was a piano. During the season two local music critics came to me separately to mention a title for an article that had occurred to them, as it had also occurred to me, "The Seven—or it may have been Seventy-seven—Ways of Playing Bach." Another critic warned the public in some indignation that he had learned the Roof intended to perform the entire keyboard works of Bach, that such a series would never end, and it would be better not to start. I sympathize with him. Some evenings it seemed that the three Preludes and Fugues would never come to an end. But I deplore his lack of acquaintance with Bach's keyboard music. There are only so many pieces; I have played all of them. To play all but the organ works would require by my calculations no more than ten full recitals, or seventeen to include the organ works. In Boston many years ago Hans von Bulow played the entire piano works of Beethoven in sixteen concerts. If Bach's art can transcend a casual scraping of fiddles, as it does, that is because he wrote for instrumentalists more casually trained and less critical of tone than today's ensemble virtuosos.

The early fiddle like the viol was nasal, and could be made as natural as a speaking voice. The clavichord, the reedy organ, the human voice, sounded together more conversationally than today's ensemble of well-rounded tones. That is why so much of the older music, so much of Bach, so much even of Mendelssohn, as I learned when I heard a high school orchestra play the Midsummer Night's Dream music, the insects buzzing and chirping in the strings, become precise and pretty or banal and dry when one of our eighty-man precision instruments makes it sound forth flawless, wiping out the margin of error which the composer allowed for and included in his creative calculations. Bach was the most practical of composers, in a way that even Haydn and Mozart or Stravinsky and Hindemith could not be. In general, the only professional he wrote for was himself, though at the court of Coethen he found individual instrumentalists capable of dealing with the solo, and accompanied sonatas and partitas he wrote for them. This professionalism he tried to pass on to his sons and to a few pupils; in his keyboard Partitas, the organ Clavierenburg, and the Art of Fugue, he left it as a deliberate inheritance for mankind. Several of his larger works were composed for groups he did not himself command, among them the Brandenburg Concertos. When he wrote for his own church service, he made the most of the least.

Perhaps the most important single factor in music, as it is in literature, and undoubtedly the most disregarded because unconsciously taken for granted, is ordinary running rhythm. It is the natural reproduction by an artist of his normal way of hearing. Since a creative artist who uses words or tones lives by what he hears, his creative workmanship will be in sentences or sequences to which he has been conditioned by the talk or music of his time.

The popular artist seldom deviates from this elementary rhythm and its burden of rhetorical cliche. Folk music is no different, but
that the narrowness of the folk idiom induces a purity and unde­
viating concentration directed against outside influences, which is
the beginning of art. When outside influences break through, the
folk art degenerates. The serious artist often deviates too much
by effort, blocking his ears and struggling with his eyes to repro­
duce deliberately the no longer idiomatic effort of his mind. The
creator who transcends his time does not escape its natural idiom
but compacts it, varies it, sets it arguing against itself in many
voices, extends and curtails the natural rhythm of its unconscious
eloquence—those who have heard the poor, the lonely, the old,
the foreign, the natural tale-tellers, know the power of uncon­
scious eloquence—until every commonplace seems strange, fresh,
living, a new thought. That is in fact what thought is, as out of
the transcendental galant style that no one managed so well as he,
that style which is like the speech of eighteenth century society,
Mozart produced one by one the strange divergences of an unpre­
cedent individuality, a romanticism not split between the artist
and the incidental cause of drama, the like of which is found only
in Beethoven.

Bach was not and never became like Mozart a man apart from
his time; nor did he like Beethoven emerge as a fighting leader of
a new time. His principle like that of Brahms was order, if neces­
sary lack of emphasis. But whereas Brahms had in himself little
beyond the sense of order that he gave to music, his drama being
a conventional reaffirmation, his intimacy a moving, unclamorous,
deeply troubled feeling of identification with the sensible present,
the untroubling moment of vision that will end with death; Bach
imposed order within art by the vast scope of his assurance.
Seldom is his music troubled by personal doubt, by clutching at
the present as if to hold it up by art, check it and arrest death.
He begins with those verities of which death is the first and humor
next. In his art the entire past of music is summed up; it speaks
for a faith that is neither past nor future but ever present. Like
an hourglass the whole of music past converges upon his art and
through his art emerges in new form as modern music, modern
thought, the timeless world of knowledge without limiting dogma
which is behind every modern policy of farseeing action. He trans­
nlated dogma into action, gave it dramatic meaning and destroyed
it. The modern culture of faith without fixed religion begins, as
modern music begins, in the mind of Bach. That is why the art of
Bach, art in the largest meaning of the word, as we use it when
we speak of the art of Greece or China or India, is more deeply
implanted than any other in the culture of the modern world.
That is why the modern world when seeking its own profundity
in music turns most often to Bach, as it seeks its drama, the pro­
jection of its troubled consciousness, in Beethoven and now in
later Mozart.

For these reasons, to distort the normal running rhythm of Bach's
music, to enrich it with rounded tone, while disregarding its natural
pause and flow, its means of eloquence, is to substitute a plaster
cast for the sculpture, a reproduction for the original, as we have
done so disastrously in our enthusiasm for the artifacts of Greece.
In a later article I shall try to describe this natural running rhythm
of Bach, where it came from, in what it consists, how it may be
restored and the music of Bach returned to a natural eloquence
that survives for us only when occasionally we hear it projected
by the singing voice in a performance of the Mass or the Passions.
It is not usually heard in performances of the cantatas, because
in them the arguments are more often dark for us and our singers

---

MODERN PLASTIC TOP TABLES
Solid colors and realwood veneers hardwood legs. Stack & custom designs.
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INGRAM OF CALIFORNIA
Industrial Design Courses at Chouinard Art Institute offer truly professional training. Design theory, color, and drawing parallel intensive training in materials, tools, and processes. Complete machine equipment enables students to design directly in materials and to carry experiments through to practical, working prototypes. At Chouinard theoretical design is always closely allied to the realistic problems of industrial manufacture. Write Registrar for information regarding courses.

Chouinard Art Institute
743 South Grand View St., Los Angeles 5

---

translate their music by its vocal superficials. It is heard in parts of the Goldberg Variations when the player is too busy with the work of his fingers to interpose himself between the music and its demanding lineaments. It is heard, and listeners the world over wonder at it, as if something new had been added or created, when we listen to the suites for solo cello played by Pablo Casals.

THE MERCHANDISING OF FURNITURE

FRED H. DILG

Merchants concerned with the furnishing of homes in the Southern California area have for some time attempted to rationalize the status of their business in comparison to the fabulous growth of Southern California home building. In most cases, businesses established prior to the war and now engaged with their former facilities, or with expanded facilities in suburban areas, fail to find a commensurate increase in consumer transactions compared to the increase of dwelling units.

For a considerable period of time following the end of hostilities, merchants of home furnishings found that the demands for their goods far exceeded the supply which they were able to procure from manufacturers. This was an inconclusive condition upon which to actually project the actual growth of their business. The apparent waning of this demand in the latter part of 1948, carrying into the middle of 1949, while not in terms of a "buyers strike," never-the-less pointed up that merchants estimations of demand in many categories were at variance with the selections customers made. It was quite obvious that such a reconciliation must occur and such was true of all lines of retail endeavor.

With the assumption that the retailer had rectified the imbalance of his stocks, taken the necessary measures to liquidate those
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Case vitreous china... value leaders in institutional service

CASE plumbing fixtures are made in styles designed for practically every requirement of school, college and other semi-public buildings. For school buildings especially, where heavy use places a premium on efficient performance and freedom from undue maintenance, Case quality is an investment in long-term value. Every fixture is molded of the finest grade vitreous china, highly lustrous and unequalled for permanence, sanitation, and resistance to acids and discoloration. Fittings are designed for the particular needs of the fixture in which they are used, a factor of great importance in long service life. For installations in which you can take pride and give a full measure of value, specify Case plumbing fixtures. Case distributors are listed in many Classified Telephone Directories; if not in yours, write W. A. Case & Son Mfg. Co., Buffalo 3, N. Y. Founded 1853.
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These colorful, unusual wood and reed fabrics are ideal for window draw draperies on traverse tracks . . . for easy-to-slide partitions that instantly transform one room into two . . . for overhead canopies with handy draw cord operation. Beautifully fabricated from translucent Wood-Reed, Basswood, and carefully selected Rattan Reed or Split Bamboos, Woven-wood comes in natural finish or rich stock colors. Your color samples matched on request. You'll find Woven-wood fabrics easier to install and clean, plus outwearing cloth fabrics.

Tropicraft is the exclusive creator of Woven-wood products. Write today for literature describing Woven-wood drapery materials, floor screens, rattan furniture, woven fibre, grass mats, and unusual wall coverings.

Specialists in Custom Hand Weaving for Over 25 Years

HAECKEL WEAVES

Handwoven Drapery and Upholstery Fabrics for Distinctive Interiors

Quality Casement Cloth

Haeckel Weaves

modern designers

7513 melrose avenue • hollywood 46 • calif.
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designed by
HOLGER HARTHEM
DESIGNER: Paolo A. Chessa, Milan

sole manufacturer: furniture company, inc., 102 kane street, brooklyn 2, new york
Architects! Here's your chance to win one of the cash awards totaling $5,000 — for the most interesting and practical new design for an eight-family garden-type apartment building of wood frame construction.

Open to:

The Problem:
We believe many existing housing problems can be solved both economically and satisfactorily with a well-integrated combination of (1) the low-cost garden-type of structure with (2) traditionally low-cost wood construction. This competition is intended to demonstrate how well architectural grace, beauty and originality can be expressed in a multi-family dwelling designed in wood.

The Prizes:
MAJOR AWARDS
First Prize $1,500
Second Prize $ 750
Third Prize $ 500
Honorable Mention 10 Awards at $100 each.

STUDENT AWARDS
First Prize $500
Second Prize $250
Third Prize $150
Honorable Mention 7 Awards at $50 each.

Enter Now!
For entrance application and contest rules, just fill out the coupon below. This competition is approved by the Committee on Competition of the American Institute of Architects.

To Z
Write for complete catalog.
"Craftsmanship in metals since 1902"

A. J. BAYER CO. 2300 E. Slauson Ave. Los Angeles, California
GRAPHIS
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR GRAPHIC AND APPLIED ART
AMSTUTZ & HERDEG, GRAPHIS PRESS, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND

World famous authorities say of GRAPHIS:

LESTER BEALL, Designer, Photographer and Lecturer on Advertising Art, (New York): “No art book comparable in printing quality and material could possibly be sold at your price. In short it seems to be that GRAPHIS is a definite must to every designer and illustrator who hopes to keep abreast of what is going on in the graphic art world today.”

ASHLEY HAYNDS, Art Director, Crawfords Advertising, (London): “The world stands greatly in need of inspiration, and, as far as artists and designers are concerned, I can’t help feeling that GRAPHIS is making a great contribution, not only in uplifting their hearts, but in giving them very practical stimulation at the same time.”

KJELD ASBILD, Graphic Institute, (Copenhagen): “With the greatest admiration for and interest in your eminent graphic journal, and in recognition of the great importance this journal has in the international exchange of ideas and experiences among graphic artists . . .”

CASSANDRE, (Paris): “I say of GRAPHIS that it is at the moment the best magazine of its kind in Europe. At a time when we are all—paradoxically—more or less imprisoned within our frontiers, this international breath of fresh air is more than ever indispensable.”

ALVIN LUSTIG (Leading Designer of California and Art School Teacher): “Your excellent magazine GRAPHIS is certainly doing more than its share in helping to close the unfortunate gap between fine and applied art. May I offer you my best wishes for a long and continuous development . . .”

LESTER B. BRIDAHAM, Secretary, Art Institute of Chicago: “... congratulates you on the excellent magazine GRAPHIS which you publish. It is certainly the most beautiful magazine in the world, and all of us at the Art Institute continue to admire the wonderful illustrations and expert craftsmanship which produce it.”

C. C. STEWART, Art Director of Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd., (Toronto): “... the material selected by your editors covers a much broader range than in any other journal of a similar nature heretofore. The fact that GRAPHIS displays work, both ancient and modern, from all parts of the world and in a wide variety of techniques and mediums makes it a most valuable journal for everybody associated with advertising and the graphic arts . . .”

ART AND INDUSTRY, (London): “GRAPHIS is an outstanding piece of work. We envy its luxurious page size, the quality and number of its pages, the excellence of its photography, engraving, typography and printing—the evidence of pride in craftsmanship. Here is the quality, the vision and the scale of production we aspire to . . .”

MONROE WHEELER, Director of Exhibitions and Publications, Museum of Modern Art, New York: “It seems to me the best magazine in this field at present and I wish you every success in your expanded program.”

GRAPHIS records and illustrates every two or three months on a hundred pages the best of the contemporary work in advertising, industrial design, and applied art in general. Published in English, French, and German.
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Nos. 21. and 22: Printing and advertising, prices $2.50 and $1.50 respectively.

Subscription rates for U.S.A. and Canada:

For six numbers $14.50. For twelve numbers $22.00.

Sinclusive subscriptions for U.S.A. and Canada to be booked through:
DR. CHARLES HEITZ
18 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.

Subscription rates for all Special Orders:

By parcel post: $2.50 per year. In Canada, $8.50 per year. In Great Britain, $2.50 per year. In other countries, $3.50 per year.

Subscriptions to the GRAPHIS PRESS, ZURICH, SWITZERLAND.

FRANK BROS. feature prominent contemporary interior design—including the work of such prominent designers as (from top left to right):

Eames, Saarinen, Robsjohn-Gibbings, Nelson, Martine, Testa,

Grossman, Noguchi, Van Keppel, and Green.
It would perhaps be less frustrating if social attitudes could be reduced to easily understandable slogans in order that more people, including ourselves, would know what in hell to get excited about. We assume that our democratic objectives are pretty much agreed upon, but somehow we fall between too many stools when we try to interpret to one another the meaning of something as obscure as truth in politics. Certainly there is no easy way to say "by these tenets Man must live," but surely there is somewhere within an area of definition a statement of principle that cannot be turned into a weapon shrewdly used by the enemies of what we like to think is the best way of life possible to us or anyone else in the world.

It is for this reason that the open forums of the United Nations appeal to us as the most practical means by which we can, with others, state our case and enter our pleas for what we think is truth; and it is one of the glories of our system of thinking that we are willing to listen to what other men consider their truths in order to arrive at a basic value-system that can be applied to all men with some hope of equality. It is perhaps that we grant the tentative nature of our own conclusions that we consciously consider fluidity a factor of social justice.

It is all very well to state a conclusion as a truth, but certainly our experience has taught us that truth (at least of a political nature) has a weird way of changing position whenever our techniques peel down another layer of the mysterious onion of existence. It is perhaps this awareness that raises horrified hackles when we discover others so convinced of the eternal rightness of their own system that they must fight to destroy any new truth that does not coincide with the pattern they have laboriously developed.

Perhaps our greatest concern is a living-politic which is made up of truth plus consequences, and it is somewhere within that reality that we might hope to find reasons for the peaceful existence of modern man. All this is merely in pursuance of a vagrant thought concerning education and its freedom to investigate without fear the mysterious chemistries that go into the making of man and the modern world.

Up until very recently there was very little question in our mind about freedom of thought and freedom of speech. It now seems that there are conditions under which those freedoms can be restricted and proscribed and limited by arguments as precise and as devious as those of early theologians counting angels dancing on the heads of pins. Thought, by definition, in any civilized world has carried with it the connotation of freedom; and wherever and whenever it has been constrained, we look back as though upon a kind of Dark Age. Behind this constraint there has invariably been exposed a complex force contriving to restrain rather than to enrich mankind.

We are perfectly aware that democracy cannot be applied with unfailing exactitude to all conditions and to all men at all times. No one in his right mind can pretend that man in any political situation is a final resolution of what he can eventually become. Man, therefore, is not to be measured at this or any moment with a precision that denies the possibility of other truths around the corner of the future.

The only method that we can accept is that of a fully extended and progressing educational system, which must be free in the widest, and in the best, and in the most thoroughly honest, sense. If it is to become an instrument through which all men can develop a social sensitiveness, it must be free to help man see that injustice is unreasonable, uncivilized, and, more practically, uneconomic. It is in these generalized areas that the activities of the United Nations attempt to bring the greatest problems of mankind into focus; and it is in this activity that our best efforts are likely to be the most immediately fruitful. The only fear is that untimely events will overwhelm good sense before it can become a working part of an international system of thinking. We can only hope that the inventors of destruction can be held off until men can be made to realize and truly understand that we are all, everywhere, in this thing together.
reply to questionnaire
and comments on a recent exhibition
Hans Hofmann is a modern artist who has dared to be logically progressive for nearly a half century developing a procedure system of physical laws that are propelled by spiritual intuition. While many a modern artist dwell in lulling confines of cultivated visual happenstance, he demanded bold expansion of conceptual vision as a basis, technique its consequences. Hans Hofmann's philosophy emerged with measurable distance from his contemporaries. Perhaps no other man to the same extent has clarified the myriad aesthetic principles of new directions in the plastic arts. Here is valid proof of recognizing the limits of any given medium. The flat surface of the picture plane and restriction of color pigments allow refreshed selection of elements from nature which are then transferable in the idea of the medium; the idea being realized in the intrinsic life and the inherent qualities of the medium. Such rejuvenated pictorial reality is conceived when the artist is unremittingly intuitive and possesses the desire to derive imagination from his inner creative life. Hans Hofmann's philosophy is one of constant surveillance of what physical laws allow greatest possible independence in the pursuit of building plastic expression. Line and plane concepts can be utilized in construction, however the real aim of art is to overcome all construction.

Too often a basic approach to composition is neglected allowing platitudes of individualism to overcome the first four lines of the picture plane. Hofmann insists these lines are the first lines of the composition and at any given point when the artist draws on this plane, that point must be in relation to those primary lines of the composition. The first lines are the spatial limitations for imagination and without this limitation no spatial fixation would be possible.

His protean spirit has exerted a great influence in the visual arts with the axiom of "push and pull" forces in the depth of a picture plane. Hans Hofmann claims this is the basis for all art approaches producing enormous pulsating volume and is not a mere device.

His synthesis is that inside every great work of
The egg fertilizes itself:

(The symbol of France is the cock)

France has fertilized the ideas of the whole world.

The master of Paris give unimpaired proof of

Strength

Tenacity and

Courage in

continued struggle for inward development.

Paris is not the soul of France alone.

It is the heart of the world;

it is its spiritual center with its awareness

that the smallest problem in life

involves always

an ethical and an aesthetic problem as well

and its atmosphere is heightened

with the certitude

- inspite of evil -

that man is destined creative

not destructive.
art a great architectural wall rests majestically in space created with resounding planes.

"The plane is a fragment in the architecture of space. When a number of planes are opposed one to another a special effect results. A plane functions in the same manner as the walls of a building. A number of such walls in a given relation creates architectural space in accordance with the idea of the architect who is the creator of this space. Planes organized within a picture create the pictorial space of its composition." Hans Hofmann's complex definition of how planes are carriers of movements within the idea of 'push and pull' is similar to a physicist's resultant conclusion. The forces of 'push and pull' function three dimensionally without destroying other forces functioning two dimensionally. The movement of carriers on a flat surface is possible only through an act of shifting left and right or up and down. To create the phenomenon of 'push and pull' on a flat surface one has to understand that by nature the picture plane reacts automatically in the opposite direction to the stimulus received; this action continues as long as it receives stimulus in the creative process.

It is impossible to give the reader a complete appraisal of the varied directions of this versatile artist. The most thorough history of Hans Hofmann is found in the book "Search for the Real" published last year by the Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts.

The following is Hans Hofmann's reply to a questionnaire, August 20, 1949, concerning his views of American art today.

"Weldon Kees, the painter and poet, and Fritz Bultman, a very promising young American artist, conceived the idea of establishing a weekly for-
um during the summer of 1949 at Provincetown, Mass., for the purpose of discussing the position of all the arts today. The forum was titled 'Forum 49,' and an exhibition of abstract art was held at Gallery 200 where works of most of the leading younger American painters were shown. I was asked to be one of the sponsors, and was one of the speakers at the opening forum which presented the question: 'What is an artist?' I admitted frankly: I don't know what an artist is, but I do know what makes an artist. I said that I do know that only the man equipped with creative instincts and a searching mind is destined to become an artist. And as an artist I do further know that only the highest exaltation of the soul empowers the artist to transform the deepest and the weightiest experiences into the new dimension of the spirit that is art. Creation is a mystery and so is the artist in the act of creation. Every great work of art is a (continued on page 45)
Exhibitions which select and recommend good design are welcomed by the public—especially when they are as ample and diversified as this, For Modern Living. Such exhibitions also offer a valuable opportunity to survey the current state of progressive design. For Modern Living is particularly useful in this respect; its introductory, historical section and John Kouwenhoven’s accompanying essay present an exceptional chance to compare our concepts and practices of design to those of a hundred years ago. Such a comparison can be rewarding now and for the future.

A hundred years ago (John Kouwenhoven reminds us) our writers, Greenough, Thoreau, and Whitman, had recognized in American trotting wagons and ships, buildings and tools, a new beauty that reflected a democratic, industrial way of life. This way of life the world was gradually adopting, and, here, we were fortunate to develop it with exceptional freedom and fullness. As a result, American design has undergone a fundamental transition, from meeting modest, local needs to satisfying a complex, alert and demandful society.

What has this great scope meant to our design? We are warned by Mr. Kouwenhaven to expect a double-barreled reply. He makes clear an essential distinction between intrinsic design and superficial styling.

He shows that over the last century Americans have won respect at home and abroad whenever they presented intrinsic design, at first, in unself-consciously simple useful things (axes, apple-parers or reapers) and later, in the fully conscious art of a great architect, Frank Lloyd Wright. The qualities that have marked our intrinsic design, native ingenuity and direct artistry, flourish today, often where they are hardly regarded—for example, big engineering works or small, useful accessories. And the mature, independent accomplishments of Wright are now being recognized even at home.

But we must admit that superficial styling is the more openly established tendency—sickly standards of artificial taste have spread from the pretentiously furnished living rooms of the last century through today’s trim business offices and even to the kitchen and bath equipment of every home. Common articles of use which once registered our intrinsic abilities—like furnaces, ranges, pots and pails—are streamlined and styled. It is one of John Kouwenhoven’s best perceptions, where he says, "Too many of the industrial designers of our times have simply translated into contemporary terms the decorator attitudes which afflicted the nineteenth century..."

And the attitudes still afflict us.

Exhibitions like this, For Modern Living, are essentially reports to the public on the design available to them, reports which must finally recommend either the intrinsic or the superficial in American design; either design which is merely "manipulating something...already made," or design which has "grown from within, outward, out of...necessities and character." There can be no doubt about For Modern Living; it is the most comprehensive statement yet made in favor of modern design rooted in the necessities and character of the American community today. What relation do objects in this exhibition bear to work once admired by Greenough, Thoreau, and Whitman? What role have they of the qualities that win for the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright the recognition of the world? How fully realized are our industrial abilities in these designs? How well do they embody our democratic ideals?

Abstract, imprecise questions perhaps, but worth posing. Every individual concerned with design should formulate similar ones, better if he can, and try to answer them.

This exhibition will do great good as an exceptional and magnificent recommendation of the best current design, but it can accomplish more. It can help build a stronger, happier community if people whose livelihoods depend on objects such as these favorably presented here—I mean manufacturers, designers, retailers, shopmen, technicians, salesmen—look and think about what they see.

Now, as in the past, lasting pride and praise are the reward of design that has "grown from within, outward." Is that growth strengthened by the way design is commissioned, produced, advertised, and sold? If the answer were to be yes, Thoreau’s vision would be fulfilled, of design "preceded by an unconscious beauty of life."

Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.
Spring steel cantilevered seat of the R. L. Howard mower, made in Buffalo in 1857 and (right) jump seat of a 1917 Owen Magnetic touring car, forerunners of the cantilevered chair of recent years as represented by Steinberg (below).

Steinberg’s version of Eames’ use of moulded plywood (above) and its ancestor (below) a plywood chair patented by Gardner and Co. in 1874.
Installation of mural by Saul Steinberg
the exhibition rooms

KNOLL
furniture by:
Jeanneret
Stein
Albini
Sorensen
Saarinen
Noguchi
Hardoy
Bonet
Kurcham
Dupres
Bellmann

NELSON
the objects

Section of exhibition showing the arrangement and display of individual objects
STEMWARE (Heights 4”; 7”; 5 3/4”; 4 1/2”; 4 1/2”)
Distributor: Paul A. Straub & Co.
Origin: Germany

FLAT SILVER
Designer & Manufacturer: Harry Osaki

SILVER SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS (H2 1/2” Dia. 1”)
Designer & Manufacturer: Allan Adler
STAINLESS STEEL PAIL (H 9¾”; Dia. 11¾”)  
Manufacturer: The Vollrath Co.

STAINLESS STEEL PITCHER (H 7”; Dia. 5”)  
Manufacturer: The Vollrath Co.

WHITE ENAMEL CANNISTER (H 7”; Dia. 7¾”)  
Manufacturer: The Vollrath Co.

BOTTLE OPENER (L 8”)  
Distributor: John E. Roberson

ELECTRIC PLUG  
(Width 2½”)  
Manufacturer: Thyco Electrical Products, Inc.
above: BLACK LACQUER CHAIR (H 32⅛"; W 16")
   Designer: Enrico Delmonte
   Distributor: Waldron Associates
   Origin: Italy

below: ELECTRIC SEWING MACHINE (H 14"; W 10")
   Manufacturer: Necchi Sewing Machine Co.
   Origin: Italy

TABLE (W 36"; L 36")
   Designer: William Armbruster
   Manufacturer: Edgewood Furniture Co.

SILVER CLIP (L 4"")
   Designer & Manufacturer: Harry Bertoia
SPIRAL SPEEDWAY (W 28”; H 40”)  
Manufacturer: J. B. Miller Co., Inc.

COORDINATION BOARD (H ½”; W 8 ¾”; L 11 ¾”)  
Manufacturer: Sifo Co.

DAPPING DIE (2 ½” Sq.)  
Manufacturer: Anchor Tool & Supply Co., Inc.

Executive Committee for the exhibition: Edgar P. Richardson, Chairman; Alexander Girard, A.I.A., Director; Leroy E. Kiefer, William D. Laurie, Jr.; Eero Saarinen, A.I.A.; Minoru Yamasaki, A.I.A.

The Commissioners and Directors of the Detroit Institute of Arts, the Trustees of the Detroit Museum of Art Founders Society and the Director of the Exhibition For Modern Living express their gratitude to the J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit, whose cooperation and spirit of enlightened public service, made this exhibition possible.

“What of architectural beauty I now see, I know has gradually grown from within outward, out of the necessities and character of the indweller, who is the only builder—out of some unconscious truthfulness, and nobleness, without ever a thought for the appearance; and whatever additional beauty of this kind is destined to be produced will be preceded by a like unconscious beauty of life.”—Thoreau
by Herbert L. Komfeld

The first public museum in America set a remarkably high level of stuffiness. Architect Alexander Parris designed it to resemble, of all things, a Greek temple. . . then, to complete the irony, the Founding Fathers named it "Pilgrim Hall!" Most remarkable of all, however, is that this museum is still open. Actually, it should be in a museum . . . as should most of its fellow museums.

A cursory survey makes one think that all American museums started in 1824, along with Pilgrim Hall. The buildings, exhibits, and staffs seem to have sprouted from a previous century, hermetically sealed against the possible intrusion of hordes of eager Twentieth Century people. A surprising number of museums have succeeded in this self-styled isolation, as is evidenced by the steadily declining interest by most of its fellow museums.

The museum needs first of all to find itself. It has forgotten where it came from. It scarcely knows what it is doing; and it definitely does not know where it is going. In a word, the museum is lost. Try to explain to someone [or yourself for that matter] how to "use" a museum. Students are taught how to use libraries; the public is taught how to use shopping centers, but who teaches one how to use a museum? The war rush is over. We can now relax. We have more leisure time than ever before in history. Relaxation and monotony and machinery have created a great need for inspiration. We're dissatisfied with the movies, bored with radio, skeptical of television.

Now is the opportunity for the museum. Yet if we must have museums in this postwar world, there must be more justification for them than as a happy hunting ground for collectors and collections. It is impossible for them to follow the programs of the past. The public has grown increasingly sour on the inability of the museum to perform its services properly, and the over-burdened taxpayer is raising a tired brow at requests for funds to feed the stuffed dinosaurs and the overstuffed directorates. If the man in the streets is going to pay for it—he wants to be able to enjoy it. He is tired of dead museums.

What happens in the business world when a store goes dead? The merchant does one of two things; either he buries it—or he brings it back to life. The "business doctor" is an established institution in our economic system. They do heal businesses. I doubt that a museum has ever consulted one—but I'm sure the doctor could do most of them a great deal of good.

In diagnosing the store's ailments, the business doctor first checks the heart, the economic soundness, then after an inquiry into the other business functions of the firm, he sits back and looks the store over. Now is when he calls in the designer, the plastic surgeon of industry. To the designer has gone the problems of making a store appealing to the public. Together with a business doctor they "re-merchandise" the store.

The success of the designer in the commercial world is readily apparent. There is little doubt that on the basis of this success he can play an important role in rejuvenation. The designer, whether it likes it or not, is engaged in merchandising! But imagine the fate of any merchandiser who,

1. Accepts any type of merchandise, doesn't select and choose,
2. Never changes his stock,
3. Does not refresh his displays,
4. Does not employ contemporary merchandising methods,

Some museums are born stuffy—some achieve stuffiness—and others thrust it on the public

The designer's first job is not that of designing, but that of a moderator who helps establish what the museum has to say. Next, the all-over program must be designed, for the museum policies and programs must never become static. They must remain flexible, geared to the conditions and trends of the times. The design of the buildings and the exhibits, too, must be equally flexible. There are those who feel that a museum must be first an architectural symbol of strength and wisdom and dignity. On the contrary, the designer has proved that stores having warmth and grace are the most successful.

Contemporary merchandising methods and contemporary exhibit techniques are closely related—and often one and the same. The methods of department layout and traffic control are as useful in directing the public to the mineral exhibit at the museum as they are in reaching the hat counter in a department store. There are the factors of spectator comfort, solved by carpeting the stores, that sound the death-knell of the marble floors of the museum.

The designer makes it his business to analyze the problems faced by the person who may be tall or short, young or old, in properly viewing a museum object; and to make the object sell itself to the spectator he must give it even greater excitement. He must solve the intricacies of lighting, and air conditioning and maintenance and acoustics and a host of other problems. His success in solving these problems will not be measured in dollar returns, but in the satisfaction of spectators who will spend hours, not minutes, in the museum, and return as often as they attend their local theater.

There was a time when almost every item in a store was shown under glass or in boxes on the shelves. The designer has helped the public to help themselves, and now public inspection of almost every salable item is taken for granted. So, too, must the museum provide for public participation. In every way practicable the public should be invited to participate and become a part of the exhibit. The SILENCE and the DO NOT TOUCH signs must be banished. Only in exceedingly rare cases need an object be kept from the public's reach, and often a good designer can surmount that. Gutenberg's first Bible, protectively housed in an airtight glass case, though many perish from such over-indulgence; yet great sheets of plate glass protect the stuffed mammoths of the museum. Admittedly, the public pays for Ringling's, but who will furnish the museum with a new Jumbo if it is over-petted? The Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago (one of the notable exceptions to stuffy museums) found an answer to that one. Private industry is the generous and willing parent of 25% of their exhibits, and is begging to sponsor even more. International Harvester is tickled pink that more than two million hands have rubbed the fur clear off their stuffed Bossie—for in doing so, two million people learned that milk doesn't come from bottles.

Rightfully the museum belongs somewhere near the hub of our social, educational, and entertainment needs. It resembles the library in that it can delve deeply into certain given subjects. Yet it can be more useful than a library in that large groups may be informed at the same time. It can readily serve as a supplement to the university; or it can act as a home base for local social cultural and scientific projects. . . . It can, if it will, do all of these things—and should be designed to do more.
HERE IS YOUR NEW BUILDING MATERIAL

CERA-TILE is the result of the first major development in ceramics in centuries. By the Cera-tile process, glazes may now be superimposed one upon another, woven through each other, placed side by side in any desired pattern and combination of colors.

Contemporary architecture demands textured surfaces to balance the abundant use of glass. CERA-TILE has texture. It can be made in rough, mat finishes; it can be made to resemble fabrics, ornamental glass or tooled leather. It can be made in new textures unique in the Cera-tile process itself.

It can be used in new ways—for interior or exterior walls, for decorative panels, fireplaces, patio and barbecue, bar and den, fountain or furniture. Also, it can be used where tile is traditional but with new design and color.

The architect is no longer forced to choose from stock patterns on the market; he can design his own. CERA-TILE has on its staff artists trained in designing in tile who will act as consultants with any architect, builder or decorator in the creation of custom design which is no longer prohibitive in cost.

CERA-TILE can thus be used to create commercial installations, complete with trade marks. It can be used for public buildings where sweeping design is a requisite.

CERA-TILE, like any sound ceramic tile, is clean, washable, permanent.

ARCHITECTS
BUILDERS
DECORATORS
investigate CERA-TILE

THE PACIFIC TILE AND PORCELAIN COMPANY
832 North Cole Street
Hollywood, California

Factory: 7716 East Olive Street, Paramount, California
Member of The Tile Council of America

Panel from exterior installation
Del Mar Hotel, Long Beach, California
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT LITERATURE AND INFORMATION

Editors note: This is a classified review of currently available manufacturers' literature or product information. To obtain a copy of any piece of literature or information regarding any product, list the number which precedes the item about it on the coupon which appears below, and give your name, address and occupation to Arts, Architecture, and your request will be filled as rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a dot (+) indicate items which have been merited specified in the Case Study House Program of the magazine. Items appearing for the first time this month are set in bold-face type.

APPLIANCES

(815) Automatic Ironer: Illustrated booklets announce automatic ironing, giving suggestions for planning ironers into residences; profusely and well illustrated.—Gordon E. Wilkins-Irons Inc., 121 South Alameda Street, Los Angeles, California.

(429) Clocks: Information contemporary clocks by leading designers, including George Nelson; probably best solution to contemporary clock design.—H. C. Miller, Howard Miller Clock Company, Zeeland, Mich.

(586) Dishwasher-Dispensal Unit Combination: Information Kaiser Time­saver, combining energy­saving dishwasher and disposal unit in 48-inch steel cabinet retailing at $369.50; porcelain­laid finish, recessed sink front; any color.—J. E. Peters, Blackstone Corporation, Roosevelt Road and Central Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

(702) Gas Ranges: Catalog new models Magic Chef Gas Ranges; copiously illustrated with full technical information, ratings, features, dimensions.—L. C. Ginn, American Stove Company, 1641 South Kingshighway, St. Louis 24, Mo.

(365) Kitchen Appliances: Brochures, folders complete line Sunbeam Mixmasters, Walmasters, Ironmasters, Toasters, Shavemasters; recent changes in design well illustrated.—A. E. Widifield, Sunbeam Corporation, Roosevelt Road and Central Avenue, Chicago 50, Ill.

(669) Laundry Equipment: Brochure, folders, data sheets Blackstone Combi­nation: full line: clothes dryers, driers, ironers automatically; counter­weight, counter­depth, requires six feet wall space; rated high by Consumer's Union.—J. E. Peters, Blackstone Corporation, Jamestown, N. Y.

(587) Refrigerators, Gas: Brochures, folders Servel Gas Refrigerators, including information "twin six" dual 12-cubic­foot model; no moving parts, no noise.—Philip A. Brown, Servel, Inc., 119 North Morton Avenue, Evans­ ville 20, Ind.

CABINETS, COUNTER TOPS

(731) Cabinet Tops: Booklet requirements for building sink cabinet tops, table tops, other horizontal surfaces using Formica; covers tools, equipment, designing, edging, finishing.—J. Rodger White, The Formica Company, Cincinnati 32, Ohio.

(481) Hardwood Kitchen Cabinets: Full details well designed Popular-Bilt Hardwood Kitchen Cabinets; same precision construction as steel cabinets with all advantages steel has. Continuous counter sink tops, rotating corner cabinet, recessed sink front; any color; comes ready to install; a remarkably good product meriting close study.—Mutschler Brothers Company, Nappanee, Ind.

(643) Kitchen Cabinets, Steel: Bro­chures, folders Berger steel kitchen cabinets; insulated against moisture with little sound; drawer glides ball bearing; shelves removable, adjustable; bonder­ized surface, two coats of enamel.—N. W. Sumner, Berger Manufacturing Division, Republic Steel Corporation, 10358 Belden Avenue, Canton 5, Ohio.

(420) Electric Planing Machines: Brochure with plans showing suggestions for all types of rooms, typi­cal factory photo­graphs, data.—Miss Dorothy Lauer, Northern California Electrical Bureau, 1355 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

FABRICS

(609) Contemporary Fabrics: Folder Konwin collection contemporary fab­ric; popular color and texture suggestions for all types of rooms; designs by Irma Schneider, Gloria Prival, Peter Boss, Matt Kahn, Rose Serrapica, Hor­bert, Shlat, Luana Keely, Mildred Fry; one of best sources.—Konwin Fabrics, Inc., 60 West Fifty­eight Street, New York 19, New York.

(501) Fabrics: Information contempo­rarily designed fabrics in wide range textures, designs.—Miss Zelna Bruns­chwieg, Brunschwig & Fils, 509 Madison Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

(444) Fabrics: Information one of best lines on printed and unprinted fabrics; wide range colors, textures, designs.—Ben Rose, 314 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

(685) Plastic Fabric: Brochure, sam­ples Boltax all­plastic upholstery fabric; 51 colors; soft to the touch; will not crack, chip, peel, stain, stretch, sag.—Sol Sackel, Bolts Products Sales Company, Inc., 151 Canal Street, Law­rence, Mass.

(794) Fabrics, Printed: Information line of printed fabrics designed by Ben­jamin Baldwin, William Mathadsen, seven contemporary patterns, good colors; special patterns, colors to specification—prices, samples.—Ben Bald­win, Design Unit New York, 33 East Seventy­sixth Street, New York 21, N. Y.

(407) Plastic Fabric, Woven: Brochure, folder, samples Lamite woven plastic fabric; won't fade, stain, cure wide range colors homogenously integrated; many textures, designs; does not curl; handles easily.—James W. Veech, Victor-­coope Manufacturing Corporation, 47 Worth Street, New York 13, New York.

FLOOR COVERSINGS

(74) Asphalt Tile: Illustrated bro­chure 3" x 3" to 18" x 24"; wide range colors, patterns; feature strips, cove bases; features modern construction.—Tile-Tex Company, 530 W. 6th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

(685) Carpet Strip, Tackless: Full color brochure detailing Smoothothing Carpet Strip; works on cut­taiin stretcher principle; eliminates tack indentations, uneven installations.—Ben Paulsen, The Roberts Company, 1536 North Indiana Street, Los Angeles 33, Cali.

(803) Carpets, Textiles: Information complete line contemporary, traditional floor coverings; wide variety colors, patterns.—D. & W. Frazier, Inc., 2020 West Eighth Street, Los Angeles, California.

(799) Floor Coverings: Original Creations; Custom made in any size, any color. Received the A. I. D. Cita­tion of Merit for 1948.—Joseph Blum­feld, 4075 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

(388) Linoleum: Full color booklet featuring Fabco linoleum; suggests floor treatments for all types of rooms, wide range colors, patterns.—William Lowe, Paradise Companies, Inc., 475 Brances­kiewiez Road, San Francisco, 25, Ohio.

(309) Rugs: Catalog, brochures probably best known line contemporary rugs, carpets; wide range colors, fa­tackless, features plain colors.—John E. Hafl, Klearflex Linen Looms, Inc., Sixty­third Street at Grand Ave­nue, Duluth, Minn.

(487) Rugs: Full color brochure, "Colorama" by Clara Dudley, empha­sizing colors, textures, patterns featuring Alexander Smith & Sons rugs, car­pets.—John Goodwillie, Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Company, Saw Mill River Road, Yonkers, N. Y.

FURNITURE

(559) Barwa Chair: New folder on America's most revolutionary relaxing medium, the Barwa; winner of three design awards in 1947­48; merit labeled CSHouse Program; worth investi­gation.—Alexander Smith & Sons, Jolla, Calif.

(558) Furniture, Retail: Information contemporary furniture for residential, commercial, hotel use; well designed, simple pieces.—Miller-Bertram Furn­iture Company, 3535 Hayden Ave­ nue, Culver City, California.

(804) Contemporary Furniture: Catalog for the trade on contemporary furni­ture, residential, commercial design.—J. G. Furniture Company, Inc., 102 Kane Street, Brooklyn 2, New York.

(813) Contemporary Office Furniture: Information well designed line of contempo­rary office furniture: firm is par­ticularly interested in working with architects and decorators.—Spencer & Pritkin, 8327 Melrose Avenue, Los An­geles 46, Calif.

(457) Furniture: Information best lines contemporary furniture, accessories, fa­brics, chairs, tables in string and strap upholstering, wood or metal chair frames.—Hans G. Knoll, Knoll As­sociates, Inc., 601 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.


(560) Furniture, Retail: Information good source best lines contemporary furniture; designs by Eames, Saarinen, Marino, others; full interior design service; also fabrics, accessories.—Ar­min Richter, 7661 Girard Avenue, La Jolla, Calif.

(584) Furniture, Retail: Information good source contemporary furniture, retail and trade; designs by Rion, Functional, Eames, Knoll, Nelson, Se­pring, Glenn, Dunbar; also Versen, Hansen lamps; specializes on service to architects, decorators.—Carroll Sagar, Sagar & Associates, 7418 Beverly Boule­vard, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

(314) Furniture, Retail: Information top retail source best lines contempo­rary lamps, accessories, fabrics; designs by Eames, Aalto, Rhede, Naguchi, Nel­son; complete decorative service.—Ed­ward Frank, Frank Brothers, 2400 American Avenue, Long Beach, Calif.

(569) Contemporary Tables: Brochure, information plastic top contemporary tables; solid colors, wood veneers; stock and custom designed.—Ingram of California, 8765 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

FILL IN COUPON TO OBTAIN MANUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE

3305 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA

Please send me a copy of each piece of Manufacturer's Literature Listed:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZONE

OCCUPATION

NOTE: Literature cannot be forwarded unless occupation is shown.
(323) Furniture, Custom and Standard: Information one of best known lines contemporary metal (indoor-outdoor) and wood (upholstered) furniture; designed by Hendrik Van Keppel, Taylor Green—Bill Brewer, Van Keppel Green, Inc., 9501 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif.

(313) Rattan: Catalog Malay Modern, Amber Ash contemporary furniture; versatile, good for recreation rooms; indoor quality indoor-outdoor furniture; designed by Hendrik Van Keppel. Taylor Green, Inc., 9,501 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif.


(529) Vari-pack—Ratliff, 32-page booklet "Smart Window Styling" illustrating 85 different window treatments; features Kirsch drapery hardware and Venetian blinds; price 25 cents.—Kirsch Company, Sturgis, Michigan.

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

(822) Forced Air Gas Furnace: Catalog sheets Clipper Forced Air Gas Furnaces; simple, heavy, sturdy, easy accessibility; Henderson multi-stream heat exchanger assures uniform heating, high efficiency, low fuel cost.—Henderson Furnace & Manufacturing Company, Seabrook, Calif.

INSULATION AND ROOFING


(221) Insulation for Concrete: Brochure Zonolite concrete insulation; interesting for use in portion concrete slab below radiant heating pipes; prevents downward heat loss.—Allan Paul, Gladding-McBean & Company, 901 Los Felix Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.

(795) Kimsof Insulation: Technical booklet (AIA-37B) properties Kimsof insulation; consist of plies of creped asphalt-treated cellulose fibers with creped "pyrogard" cover held together with rows strong stitching in blanket; full details thermal, acoustical installations.—E. J. Keefe, Jr., Kimberly-Clark Corporation, 155 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Calif.

(650) Roof Slabs: Folder for architects, builders on Stretercrete roof, floor slabs, telling what they are, how they are made, and what they will do.—Hector MacLean, Basalt Roof Company, Inc., Napa, Calif.

(965) Roof Specifications: Information packed 120-page manual built-up roof specifications featuring F-F built-up roofs; answers any roofing problem with graphs, sketches, technical data.—Theodore Wilcox, Pioneer-Flintkote Company, 5500 South Alameda Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

(734) Architectural Lighting: Booklet Gotham Contemporary Architec—

ARCHITECTS—

Our newest shower doors and tub enclosures have amazing innovations of particular interest to up-to-date architects.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

AMERICAN SHOWER DOOR CO.

1023 North LaBrea, Los Angeles 38, Calif.

Cabinet Hardware
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Telephones: CLumberland 3-2701

(387) Ventilating Fans: Folder and catalog NuTone ventilating fans; models for wall and ceiling installation.—NuTone, Inc., La Verne, and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, data electric water heaters; good design.—Bauer Manufacturing Company, 3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California.

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE

(42) Drapery Hardware, Venetian Blinds: 32-page booklet "Smart Window Styling" illustrating 85 different window treatments; features Kirsch drapery hardware and Venetian blinds; price 25 cents.—Kirsch Company, Sturgis, Michigan.

(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, data electric water heaters; good design.—Bauer Manufacturing Company, 3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California.
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1023 North LaBrea, Los Angeles 38, Calif.
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(387) Ventilating Fans: Folder and catalog NuTone ventilating fans; models for wall and ceiling installation.—NuTone, Inc., La Verne, and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, data electric water heaters; good design.—Bauer Manufacturing Company, 3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California.
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1145 EAST 63RD STREET • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

STEED BROS.

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Office and Yard: 714 Date Avenue Alhambra, California

Telephones: CLumberland 3-2701

(387) Ventilating Fans: Folder and catalog NuTone ventilating fans; models for wall and ceiling installation.—NuTone, Inc., La Verne, and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.
HORACE F. ALLISON

8346 W. Third Street

York 7100

Los Angeles 36, Calif.
Our smooth surface, exceptionally resistant to abrasions, cracking, chipping, splitting, denting, breaking; can be installed with ordinary tools. - Peter Alport, Alport Associates, 620 Equitable Building, Portland 4, Ore.

- (661) Micarta: Brochure, color samples on decorative Micarta; wide range of colors, textures, veneers; chrome-smooth surface, non-fading colors, textures, veneers; marble-hard, impervious to corrosion, stains, water, rust, dust, grime; meets commercial standards for Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma, Washington.

- (801) Fabric Wall Covering: Brochures, folder Textile fabric wall covering; plain or in colors, patterns; can be safely washed; hides plaster imperfections; full specification, application data. - United States Plywood Corporation, 55 West 44 St., New York, New York.

- (686) Bath Fixtures: Information on contemporary bath fixtures, including T/N Water Closet, free standing non-ever-flow fixture; also complete line well designed lavatories. - Whitley G. Case, W. A. Case & Son Manufacturing Company, 33 Main Street, Buffalo 5, N. Y.

- (826) Bathroom cabinets: Folder bathroom cabinets, one piece drawn steel bodies, louvered after forming; also chrome bath accessories and wall mirrors. - F. H. Lawson Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

- (477) Harcraft Plumbing Fixtures: Brochure full information on fine line bathroom accessories in good contemporary design; clean, efficient, practical; used in high and low quality; fully guaranteed; assembled at factory and delivered ready for installation; standard types and sizes illustrated.

- (597) Plastic Screen Cloth: Brochure, samples Lumite plastic screen cloth; impervious to corrosion, stains, water, rust, dust; clean, washable; extra guard against warpage; lightweight; wide selection hardwood faces; well engineered. - The Mengel Company, plywood division, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

- (712) Sliding Steel Doors: Side sliding steel doors and fixed sash for large glass areas in residential and commercial buildings; high quality, fully guaranteed; assembled at factory and delivered ready for installation; standard types and sizes illustrated.

- (770) Windows, Folding: Brochure, folding glass windows; ten, 12, 15, 18, 20 window sections; all sliding sections. - Gate City Sash & Door Company, 15 Southwest Third Avenue, Portland 5, Oregon.

- (357) Radios-Televisions: Brochure, contemporary radios, built-in; standard types and sizes illustrated; high quality, fully guaranteed; assembled at factory and delivered ready for installation; standard types and sizes illustrated.

- (151) Folding Doors: Idea-packed 12-page brochure Modern-fold doors; accordion-type folding walls, top hung, no floor track; metal frame with lacquered cover; good contemporary design. - R. H. McCowen, New Castle Products, New Castle, Ind.

- (355) Radios-Television: Brochure, contemporary radios, built-in; standard types and sizes illustrated; high quality, fully guaranteed; assembled at factory and delivered ready for installation; standard types and sizes illustrated.

- (664) Windows, Horizontally Sliding: Brochure new line Glide aluminum...
HANS HOFMANN
continued from page 27

new reality, but it is only the entire life's work of an artist that creates this
new dimension of the spirit. The life work of an artist is 'the work of art.'
It includes the whole behavior of the man, his ethical convictions and his aware­
ness of creative responsibilities.

"As a teacher I become aware that talent is everywhere. It does not make the
artist. It often is a handicap, because it invites cleverness, which always chooses
the easier solution. Simply because ignorance, mediocrity and unlimited egotism
produce only the Master Amateur, it is paramount to the artist that his search
and his efforts are constantly weighted by doubt and modesty. Andre Malroux
says: 'Only sensitivity achieves creativeness.' I feel inclined to expand this by
saying only conscious sensitivity achieves great art. Quality must be conquered.
I mean by quality that value which carries a message. In painting it must be
a Beethoven symphony or a Bach sonata is generally appreciated? In my belief
a perfect performance of unconditioned, unrestricted creativeness. It demands
a plastic message. True quality always remained veiled as the result of an
inner reality, but it is only the entire life's work of an artist that creates this
new dimension of the spirit. The life work of an artist is 'the work of art.'
It includes the whole behavior of the man, his ethical convictions and his aware­
ness of creative responsibilities.

"As a teacher I become aware that talent is everywhere. It does not make the
artist. It often is a handicap, because it invites cleverness, which always chooses
the easier solution. Simply because ignorance, mediocrity and unlimited egotism
produce only the Master Amateur, it is paramount to the artist that his search
and his efforts are constantly weighted by doubt and modesty. Andre Malroux
says: 'Only sensitivity achieves creativeness.' I feel inclined to expand this by
saying only conscious sensitivity achieves great art. Quality must be conquered.
I mean by quality that value which carries a message. In painting it must be
...
convey by plastic relationships (icons Italian primitives Mondrian). Without the realization of such pictorial forces any pictorial presentation will only be decorative in a negative sense, since it results only from taste and not from plastic experience. Only a plastic work is communicative. Only the other day a student in a recent course in plastic relationships who followed in the rich tradition of the German poets, strongly retaining its potentiality and at the same time anticipating the avant-garde beginning in the Berlin "Neue Secession Movement." They discovered unselfish devotion and insatiable enterprise in the young artists, per se, and enlarged the tradition of Robert Henri and Maholy-Nagy and will be one of the brightest pages in the world history of art.

Vasile Kostas, the famous American dealer presented the most significant exhibition of Hans Hofmann's work at the Gallery Maeght in Paris, France, during the first two months of this year. This marked the artist's long awaited triumphant return to the city that cradled so many of his painting endeavors. He visited the studios of Georges Braque, Brancusi, and Picasso that he at one time knew so well; and he attended the eventful year of the upheaval of Modern Art. This warm experience marked the end of geographical isolation from Europe and should have definite bearing on the artist's future paintings. It is made very clear in Hofmann's monograph's prose which uses the heroic symbol of Paris in art.

Upon departing for America he stated to the writer, "This visit to Paris has been a tremendous inspiration for me, I am made to feel I have roots in the world again."

When any painter 'va 'nou,' exhibiting his inner painting life before the sensitive artistic eyes of Parisians, a positive reaction of mixed emotions is expected. Hans Hofmann was no exception and the Who's Who in Modern Art from both sides of the Atlantic attended the exhibition. They paid homage to the expressionist who followed in the rich tradition of the German poets, strongly retaining healthy originality despite journeys into surrealism.

Many visitors marvelled at the way the artist had successfully emerged from his avant-garde beginning in the Berlin "New Secession Movement." They discovered that he was no longer the ambitious and eager, young artist of the twenties who had been forced to scatter his work before the sensitive eyes of the critics. Constellations of strange bodies sensitively conceived in space revealed the artist's rich state of maturity. He departed into the refreshing air and brought back a virile symphony of improvisations of lyrical intensity coupled with surprising dissonances. Here was a startling array of experimental geometric space constructions bent on independence and originality.

Strident cadmium colored pigments spilled and tossed explosively in the depth, restrained with other ironical forms that hovered motionless like the expectant sea gull witnessing the sea before an impending storm.

**"My Clients get the MODERN beauty they pay for with Marlite**

THE PLASTIC-FINISHED WALL AND CEILING PANELS FOR ALL COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS

For the enduring, practical beauty you need for that office building, hospital, service station or factory...plan on Marlite wall and ceiling panels. Colorful interiors of easy-to-clean Marlite simplify your new construction or modernization problems. The low cost appeals to every client. Quickly and easily installed, Marlite is adaptable to any architectural treatment.

Distributed by

*Registered Trade-mark*

**MERIT SPECIFIED—Velvatone interior and exterior colored wall finishes—Insultone Insulating platter and Acoustiflex acoustical plaster—have been added to the carefully selected list of products specified for use in the Case Study House Program—a distinction they have earned. The best pastels colored with the best finishes and great insulation values both thermal and acoustic.**
Pablo Picasso, a rare gallery goer these days, attended the exhibition noticeably appreciating the large canvas 'Liberation' reproduced on page 22. Any critical aesthetic deduction of the artist's personal expression, like love, cannot be judged by dangerous proxy. In attacking Hans Hofmann we must indicate whole artistic generation, for he is a painter that typifies the development of modern art. On the other hand, an artist exhibition of work symbolizes his particular stage of progress. An exhibition also determines how the public's taste is advanced in objective reaction. Previsions rejected to Hans Hofmann with alarm at the extent of the artist's demand for uninhibited freedom. One leftist artist critic condensed the general criticism: "Everything is based on chaotic banana violence without license. The forms are instinctively defensive, too readily improvised and quickly stated to expose the real personality of the pointer."

A communist artist critic wrote "The artist is deliberately dealing in premeditated sensational ugliness. Here are the same bits of total destructive matter that is found in the American atomic bomb."

Therefore a question remained in the feelings of some persons if the artist's uncompromised usage of hysteric violence suffocated urges toward creative honesty, derived from human restraint. This graduation of substance must be humbly investigated if an artist is to produce a great work of art.

If may be the artist's mind is a thick forest of unorthodox ideas that must find release as outbursts of spontaneity? When of necessity a hurried problematic point of departure is taken, an ensuing vacuum of rationalization and consequence automatic action makes for a kind of brilliant ricocheting awkward momentum. The future art historians are welcome to the complexities of this unpredictable painter when they decide if he exploited the full scope of his artistic integrity or if his many sided accomplishments were like fruit, ripening and detaching themselves from him?

Modern art in America is at a crucial point in its development. A danger exists if it takes the road of vulgar materialism that ended the art of the Middle Ages. Even now modern art has become a fashionable pastime, and many under a false cloak of dignity obtain all the fragmentary pigeonholed facts and proclaim themselves people of art. Thus we have a multitude of academic-modern painters. The artist, therefore, is not to be judged if the art form which is still in the process of transubstantiation that diminished the spontaneity of nature. His picture is devoid of the inherent qualities, only adventitious relationships will remain. In our search for universality, the intellect must be used in the natural creative sequence of thought. The immediate senses provide the substance of knowledge and the mind follows giving it form.

We cannot afford to discover our conscious vitality has become frozen midway in a creative act. Helpless with the misinterpretation to consider mystical stratospheric truths that shamefully lead to self avoidance and mockery of the constantly shifting instantaneous condition of today. Conscious vitality in the artist's life can only be maintained with a more varied contact within nature and THE ABANDONMENT OF POSES ARTISTIC PROBLEMS, BEFORE WAITING FOR THESE PROBLEMS TO BE POSED.

Where to plan double telephone outlets in new homes

Adjoining rooms where your customers will spend most of their time—such as bedrooms or the living room and kitchen—are convenient spots for double outlets. The diagram above illustrates how two outlet boxes may be fastened together... an excellent arrangement for either portable or fixed telephones.

Complete layout includes outlet boxes, concealed wiring and a protector cabinet. New telephones can be added and old telephones moved later on should the need arise. And the cost is small. For free help in planning, call your local Pacific Telephone Office and ask for "Architects and Builders Service."

Put built-in telephone facilities in your plans

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company

Many times in small home planning the Laundry gets too little consideration. In forthcoming plans why not allow a space, alcove or recess 30"x20"x36" to accommodate an IRONRITE Automatic Ironer. It has terrific "sales appeal."

Here is one of those practical inexpensive ideas that go to make a "Dream House."

The lady will love you for allowing space for her new IRONRITE IRONER!

Write for free illustrated booklet
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THE LADY WILL LOVE YOU FOR ALLOWING SPACE FOR HER NEW IRONRITE IRONER!

Many times in small home planning the Laundry gets too little consideration. In forthcoming plans why not allow a space, alcove or recess 30"x20"x36" to accommodate an IRONRITE Automatic Ironer. It has terrific "sales appeal."
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121 S. ALAMEDA ST., LOS ANGELES 12, CALIF.
A NEW DEVELOPMENT IN CERAMICS

In recent years, various enthusiasts—not necessarily publicists—have come to apply the word “new” to anything and as a result “new” has lost meaning. Yet, an occasion, someone comes up with something which can only be described as new. On this occasion the discoverer is Richard B. Harlan, the discovery is a major development in ceramics.

Briefly, the story is this. Until Harlan’s discovery, color had to be applied to bisque by overglaze which was expensive, impermanent and limited in color range, or by underglaze which limited tiles to clear backgrounds and flat finish, or by hand decoration which was costly and never uniform. Harlan’s process permits the absolutely accurate control of glaze composition.

Glazes can be superimposed one on another, to revert to a predetermined pattern in the process of firing, yet the piece is fired only once. Because its glazes rearrange themselves without melting together at maturing temperatures, the colors obtained may be clear cut, side by side with no blurring; or they may be shaded in effects formerly obtainable only in expensive and uncertain handwork. Of commercial value is the fact that each tile produced using the same glazes and design is identical to every other tile produced in the same manner.

By this new process tile is being produced with texture, designs which look like fabrics, woven materials, wool, leather, plaid. There are tiles with flowing underwater effects, those with depth in design to create a three-dimensional appearance. Mat and glass surfaces are combined in unlimited variations. Thus, when this process is utilized, designs need no longer be confined to one tile and its repetition.

With it the architect can create a fluid pattern, the colors flowing through, into and over one another. He can show any sketch and his chosen pattern can be reproduced. He can have the delicacy of a heart and flowers theme, or the boldness of a modern abstract ion, traditional or contemporary as his client desires. If the pattern is one which can be mechanized and his order is of sufficient importance, it can be produced as custom work at mass production prices. And his pattern will be held exclusive.

The uses of this new tile are unlimited. It is permanent, waterproof, washable, clean—and inexpensive. It can be used to create bold designs for fireplaces, patios, ornamental inserts, tables. It can be employed in entire exterior surfaces for factory, store, hotel, hospital, any public building, each exterior an original pattern. (These new glazings do not reflect the sun, therefore produce no traffic hazard.) Because of the moderate price and great variety in color and design, the tile will be a valuable selling point in group housing projects. It may even be used, literally, in advertising, for patterns can be produced to show writing or printing, of value in certain commercial installations.

The tile is being manufactured in all standard sizes: 4½ inch square, 6 inch square, 6½ inches. The new process has been christened Cera-Tile, and is licensed to the Pacific Tile and Ceramic Company, 832 North Cole Avenue, Los Angeles 38, California. There the company has issued a permanent challenge to architects: ask them for a design, a color, an installation in tile they can’t produce. It’s a dare.
The most practical book on modern art for both layman and professional

**LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO MODERN ART**

*Painting for a Scientific Age*

by MARY C. RATHBUN and BARTLETT H. HAYES, JR.

At last, a book that really explains just what the abstract conception of art means, how it is used to depict invisible forces, ideas, phenomena! The authors use wonderful visual examples—Picasso side by side with El Greco to show how "distortion" has long been used for emotional effect... a 13th century illustrated manuscript with a recent magazine ad to compare organization of color... a speed-camera photograph with Duchamp's Nude Descending the Stairs to capture motion...

In short, the authors draw upon the great art of all times and places—as well as today's comic strips, photos, ads—to show how the modern artist uses time-tested devices and techniques to give emotional expression to the new, enlarged world of physical forces, machinery, and the life of the subconscious. The result is an invaluable book for anyone who wants to understand—and enjoy—modern art.

With 100 illustrations, 17 in full color

$4.00 at all book stores
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"YOU SURE PICKED A SMART ARCHITECT"

... said the Contractor

Contractor: It's a pleasure to build a home like this, where every detail is well planned in advance. You surely picked a smart architect.

Mr. Home Builder: Yes, we chose a man who knows how to build real convenience, comfort, safety and economy into a home. Guess that's why he specified CERTIFIED ADEQUATE WIRING.

Contractor: A first class wiring job is a smart investment. It gives you plenty of outlets and switches together with a sufficient number of circuits of heavy wire to meet your needs now and in the future. And the initial cost is only a small fraction of your building budget.

Mr. Home Builder: That's right... no house is really modern without CERTIFIED ADEQUATE WIRING.
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Here it is—the all-purpose lighting fixture you've been wanting! An overall efficiency of nearly 80% ... and smooth modern lines ... give the new Highlander the widest possible range of applications—public buildings, stores, schools, offices. And its VERY LOW COST meets nearly any budget requirement.

PRECISION CONSTRUCTED ... each fixture is wired with E.T.L. approved brick type ballasts and components to insure a QUIET fixture that will give you maximum lamp life and efficiency.

Each part is precision stamped from 20-gauge cold rolled steel or heavier to provide the sturdiest possible construction. All metal parts are thoroughly processed, and evenly baked in conveyorized oven to insure a uniform quality high-baked enamel finish.

The Highlander incorporates the same HIGH QUALITY, ENGINEERING FEATURES and WORKMANSHIP that has always been associated with Gibson fixtures.

Will Also be Available in the New 425 Milliamperes, 48 inch.

EASY TO INSTALL AND SERVICE ... like all Gibson fixtures, the Highlander is easy to install. The same #100 continuous single stem set and #200 Dual Stem Set are adaptable to the new Highlander.

The fixture is quickly accessible for cleaning, relamping and maintenance. Pressure on a latch drops the louver assembly and opens the wiring channel for relamping and service. Where desired, the entire louver assembly can be removed by simply lifting the louver from the carrier straps.

We unhesitatingly urge you to compare: 1. Beauty 2. Efficiency 3. Installation 4. Maintenance and service features 5. Quality of materials and 6. Workmanship of the Highlander with that of any other fixture regardless of price. We believe you will agree that the Highlander is the greatest value on the market today.

SEND COUPON NOW!

Gibson Manufacturing Co.
1919 Piedmont Circle, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Gentlemen: Please send me FULL DETAILS and PRICES on the new Gibson "HIGHLANDER".

COMPANY NAME ________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________________
CITY & STATE __________________________________________
INDIVIDUAL'S NAME ____________________________________

FOR FULL DETAILS Mail Coupon Today